The CSBio conference brought together researchers and practitioners to exchange ideas and stimulate research collaborations in response to rapid advances in the generation of high-throughput \omics" data (such as deep sequencing) and clinical data (e.g. biomedical images, and electronic health records). To extract novel biological knowledge from the heterogeneous data sources, and translate it into useful biological and clinical applications to bene¯t the society (e.g. better medicine and healthcare), novel computational techniques, tools, domain knowledge and insights are needed.
predict Protein-RNA interactions (PRIs), which are very important in a wide variety of cellular processes. Di®erent from existing computational methods which arti¯-cially construct negative samples (which could have false negatives), this paper proposes a novel method PRIPU that employs biased-SVM for predicting protein-RNA interactions using only positive and unlabeled examples. Experimental results over three datasets show that the proposed method not only outperforms four existing methods, but also is able to predict unknown PRIs. Source code, datasets and related documents of PRIPU are available at http://admis.fudan.edu.cn/ projects/pripu.html.
A major goal of personalized anti-cancer therapy is to increase drug e®ects while reducing side e®ects as much as possible. A novel therapeutic strategy called synthetic lethality (SL) provides a great opportunity to achieve this goal. A pair of genes is said to have SL interaction if mutations of both genes lead to cell death while mutation of either single gene does not. Hence, the SL partner of a gene mutated only in cancer cells could be a promising drug target, and the identi¯cation of SL pairs of genes is of great importance for the pharmaceutical industry. The paper \Predicting essential genes and synthetic lethality via in°uence propagation in signaling pathways of cancer cell fates" (Zhang et al., 2015) presented a hybridized method to predict SL pairs of genes, which combined a data-driven model with knowledge of signaling pathways to simulate the in°uence of single-gene knock-down and doublegene knock-down to cell death. A validation using the literature shows that the predicted SL candidates agree well with wet-lab experiments and a few novel reliable SL candidates are also predicted by the proposed model.
Sequence, structure and text-mining
Sequence data repositories archive and disseminate fastq data in compressed format. The paper entitled \FQC: A novel approach for e±cient compression, archival and dissemination of fastq datasets" (Dutta et al., 2015) presents a novel technique FQC, a fastq compression method that provides signi¯cantly higher compression gains over current methods. In addition, the proposed technique also incorporates features necessary for universal adoption by data repositories or end-users. To make this research more easily adopted by academic data repositories, Linux, Windows and Mac implementations of FQC are freely available at http://metagenomics.atc.tcs. com/compression/FQC.
Metagenomics approach involves extraction, sequencing and characterization of the genomic content of the entire community of microbes present in a given environment. In contrast to genomic data, accurate assembly of metagenomic sequences is a challenging task due to the huge volume and the diverse taxonomic origin of metagenomic sequences. The paper \Grid-Assembly: An oligo-nucleotide composition based partitioning strategy to aid metagenomic sequence assembly" (Ghosh et al., 2015) partitions metagenomic sequence datasets into clusters and assembles separately the sequences in individual clusters using any single-genome assembly method. Validation results indicate that the proposed approach helps in improving the overall quality of assembly, in terms of the purity and volume of the assembled contigs.
It is well known that protein-ligand docking is an important step in drug discovery processes. The paper \PSOVina: The hybrid particle swarm optimization algorithm for protein-ligand docking" (Ng et al., 2015) aims to accurately predict and e±ciently optimize the positions and orientations of ligands in a binding pocket of a target protein. Particularly, this paper presents a new method PSOVina that combines particle-swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm with the e±cient BroydenFletcher-GoldfarbShannon (BFGS) local-search method adopted in AutoDock Vina to tackle the conformational search problem in docking. Extensive experimental results show that, compared to the original Vina program, the proposed PSOVina achieves a remarkable speed-up of 40-44% in terms of average docking time without compromising prediction accuracies in the docking, making PSOVina a better choice as a docking tool in large-scale protein-ligand docking applications.
Molecular events normally have signi¯cant meanings since they describe important biological interactions or alternations such as the binding of a protein. As a crucial step of biological event extraction, event-trigger identi¯cation has attracted much attention where rule-based approach and machine-learning approach have been proposed. While machine-learning-based approaches have outperformed rulebased approaches, they still face a notable challenge, i.e. how to model semantic and syntactic information of di®erent words and incorporate it into the prediction model. In the study \Embedding assisted prediction architecture for event trigger identi¯cation" (Nie et al., 2015) , a word-embedding-assisted neural-network prediction model has been proposed to conduct event trigger identi¯cation. The experimental results on a benchmark data set have shown its potential to o®er researchers insights into semantic-aware solutions for event-trigger identi¯cation.
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